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Turntable of the Year

Kuzma Stabi R
Kuzma’s latest turntable is a fully modular integrated design, with an internal
power supply, and spaces to mount a number of arm wings and additional
arm balconies, in order to hold up to six tonearms at any one time. There are
also optional decorative plinths to mount the deck and at least one arm wing.
In essence, the Stabi R takes a lot of the concepts and technologies found
in the larger Stabi M turntable and puts them – without attenuation – into a
smaller and more flexible form. This makes the Stabi R the most affordable
product in the Kuzma line to feature a DC motor. The turntable is simplicity
itself to install (by turntable and especially by high-end turntable standards), but
everything locks down solid like it was military-grade hardware.
We thought that, “what it shares with its bigger brother is that sense of
absolute confidence in its own performance. There’s a sense of order to the
sound that only seems to come with a high-mass platter being driven by a
DC motor with a lot of reserve in the tank. It toes the right balance between
expressive and exuberant, and authoritative and dour. The control of the sound
isn’t so overpowering as to make the turntable seem oppressive, and yet isn’t
so free as to make it wayward.” We were particularly taken by the Stabi R’s
handling of dynamic range, “Not only in the big expressive swings of a Mahler
symphony, but in those quiet microdynamic interplays between musicians and
the band that audiophiles love so much.” Ultimately, the Kuzma Stabi R is an
impressive player in all respects.
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